Briefing With NO LICENSE

1. LIMITATIONS:
This boats without license have some delimitations in area and power (15 hp).
The limits are:
-

The light house of ses salines.
The end of Es Trenc.

Always sailing next to the coast.

2. Prohibitions:
-

It is forbidden to put the boat in the beach.
If you see a delimitation with yellow boyas, you can not cross it. It is a swimmer’s area.
Always maintaining at least 50 meters from the coast and the boyas.

3. Anchoring:
Do you have any experience with boats?
For anchoring is important to respect the Poseidonia.
-

-

Poseidonia, is a maritime plant and is protected by law. It is forbidden to throw the
anchor in areas of poseidonia. The poseidonia is easy to distinguish because you will
see the plant and the colour of water is darker.
Always throw the anchor in sand. Be careful throwing the anchor in areas with stone
because it can get stuck.

The best way to throw the anchor is the following:
-

-

Once you have selected the area with sand, with the engine in Neutral and no
swimmers around, throw the anchor, let it fall by gravity and be careful with the
fingers. Once it hit the sand, throw more robe. The more robe you throw the better,
but there is no need to throw everything. When the boat has position itself, select two
places as reference so you can know if the boat is moving or not. If the boat is fixed,
you can turn off the engine and enjoy.
To recover the anchor. First of all, make sure there is no swimmers around, turn on the
engine in the Neutral Position and start recovering the anchor. Make sure the stairs
are up. And then you can start moving again.

4. The Area:
Leaving the harbour, light house direction:

Remember that the best way to leave the parking and harbour is backwards and once there is
more space to manoeuvre, then you can turn in leave the harbour. Always remember to pay
extra attention when you are in the harbour and go very slowly.
Once you have left the harbour and heading to the south area (light house ses salines) you will
cross between and island and the coast, is very important to go through the middle. Do not get
too close to one side neither to the other one, remember always to maintain a distance of at
least 50 meters from the coast.

Light house Ses Salines:

we recommend the light house of ses salines, due to it has crystal clear water and is the
perfect spot for a swim. Be careful because sometimes it is wavy.
It takes 45 minutes approximately to arrive from the harbour.
Remember that this is the limit you can go!

Es Caragol:

Es Caragol is a magnificent beach, all natural, where you can only arrive in boat or walking.
It is the perfect place to snorkelling.
Be careful because there are many areas of Posidonia. Be very selective where to throw the
anchor.
There is also a delimitation for swimmers with yellow buoys, please stay out of the buoys.
There is also a small areas with many stones, please stay out of this area in order to avoid
hitting the propeller.

Cala Tugores:

Cala Tugores is a beautiful place to visit, it is a small cala and very intimate, we recommend to
come and visit this cala in your boat experience.
There is no delimitation for swimmers in this cala, so remember to stay at least 50 meters from
the sides and the coast, so there is no risk of hitting the boat with a stone.

Cala Es Carbo:
Es carbo is one of our favourite beaches in Mallorca, we guarantee that you will love this place.
The sand is white as snow and the water crystal clear.
Also, if in your experience you feel like there are a little bit of waves, this is the most protected
area.
In the middle of the beach there is a limitation for swimmers which you can not cross with the
boat, but in the sides, you can be a little bit closer to the beach.

Heading to Es Trenc:
Es trenc is a very popular and beautiful beach, with crystal clear water and white sand. It is
easy to go there but it is important to know some tips before heading to Es trenc.
To go to Es trenc, you will need to surround the town with the boat, in the way, you will fin
small islands. There are rocks under water between the islands and the town. It is important to
avoid these areas because you will hit the propeller.
Always prioritize safety and go around the islands.

Security:
If you follow all this information and always prioritize safety, no problem should occur.
Remember:
-

Don’t Jump out of the boat if the engine is working.
Don’t start the engine if there are swimmers around
Don’t get close to swimmers.
Maintain at least 50 metes from the coast, islands, rocks, beach and boyas

All our boats are equipped with life vests and the require safety equipment. If there is an
emergency, the procedure you have to follow is the following:
-

First throw the anchor, make sure is fixed
Turn off the engine.
Call our team:
o +34 971 655 222
o +34 679422463.

Our team is trained to give you a solution and react against any emergency. No worry, you are
in good hands.

ENJOY THE BEST EXPERIENCES OF MALLORCA!!

